TSAG’s Fire Protection & Prevention program has been around since 2002 and since that time our program
has continued to evolve and develop into a fantastic compliment to TSAG’s existing training! To continue
to supplement this program, TSAG is ecstatic to add another unique resource by bringing over Mr. Dale
Dueck to the Fire Team!
Dale has been in the fire protection/prevention business for 32 years. In that time he’s been primarily
focused on fire inspections so he brings an abundance of qualified experience to our Fire Team and to the
TSAG Fire Protection & Prevention Program! Dale can inspect any building size or classification set out by
the Alberta Building Code (as per the Safety Codes Council). He can also investigate any size building
including if there was any type of criminal activity or arson involved as well as if there was a death
involved. A sprinkler fitter by trade with Red Seal Interprovincial certification allows Dale to inspect any
type of fire suppression system in Canada and that provides him the ability to know what to look for! Over
the years Dale’s become very knowledgeable with Fire pumps and the infrastructure on fire systems. To
round out Dale’s compliment, he is a journeyman/Senior Fire alarm Technician that can test and certify
Fire alarm systems.
With Dale’s experience, background and training, we’re confident he will bring a solid compliment to our
Fire Team as well as provide confidence and peace of mind to all the First Nation’s we service with this
program. Having already spent time with our Asset Condition Reporting System (ACRS) team, Dale is
excited to move over into our Fire Program and be able to offer more of his expertise, “I’m going to enjoy
working with the Tsag Fire team and I will do my best to instill confidence to the Nations that we’re looking out
for them and training them on maintenance items. Ultimately, we’re here to work with the Nations to help reduce
insurance costs as well as ensuring they are compliant with the current fire codes”.

TSAG is now an accredited organization in Fire Discipline for Building and System Inspections (Fire Alarm and
Sprinkler) and Fire Investigations; this means that Nations shouldn’t have to hire external third-party
agencies to investigate house fires throughout the year, we’re just a call away! We are extremely excited
to work with our First Nations and continue to develop our program to offer more services and better
delivery of the program. The feedback we receive from our Nations is invaluable and we continue to see
increasing numbers of participants attending our workshops and getting trained.
Should your nation wish to have TSAG come out to host a Fire Workshop or participate in Fire Prevention,
please contact Cindy Conroy, Fire Protection & Prevention Manager, at 780-483-8601! Our dedicated
team of trainers including Cindy, Michael, and Kaber would be happy to work with your Nation on your
Fire Initiative!

